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With election day less than
·--~
·•·,,.....,.2.4 hours away, . the can- '
dida'tes are making their lastmin,ute appeals. Herein are
so,rpe final analyses of and
recommendations for the
various political hopefuls,
"spoilers~· and incumbents.

Democrats
'"'~,

By Elizabeth Budd
Rosalynn Carter, wife of presidential candidate
Jimmy Carter, was the highlight speaker at a finalfling Democratic rally in Albuquerque's Tingley
·
Colliseum Sunday afternoon.
In an attempt to gain last-minute votes Democratic
candidates were present to shake hands and encourage
their supporters towards victory.
Sen. Joseph Montoya, Gov. Jerry Apodaca and
former Gov. Bruce King addressed the approximately
4,500 people in attendance. As a token of the Navajo
support for the Democratic ticket, Tribal Chairman
Peter MacDonald was also present.
Carter greeted a cheering crowd in Spanish and
conveyed her husband's promise for "an opportunity
for many Spanish-speaking people to serve in the
' government with him." .
.
She also said, "To all our Indian friends, we need
your help. Working together we can make this great
'country even greater."
' Mrs. Carter pointed· out• former Gov. Carter's
record in the Georgia government. "He balanced the
budget without increasing taxes. In one of the four
years ~e had one of the best systems of service," she

...

added,
As first lady, Mrs. Carter said she would direct most
of her energies towards "seeing where we are and what
we can do in our country concerning mental health
and old age."
She said she would not need to influence her
husband to put women in his government because,
"He already does that."
In his speech, Montoya accused the Albuquerque
Press a~ being an obstacle in his campaign.
"Albuquerque newspapers have conducted the dirtiest
campaign in the history of journalism.'' He was
referring to a series of articles appearing in local
newspapers that suggested improprieties jnvolving a
shopping center he owns in Santa Fe and a brush with
the Internal Revenue Service over alleged special
treatment given his tax returns.
Albuquerque newspapers gave special attention to
one remark made by the senator that compared his
opponent to a monkey and ran cartoons questioning
the importance of seniority.
Apodaca and Atty. Gen. Toney Anaya encouraged
New Mexico voters to get to the polls on Tuesday.

· M·any Senate Races Are
Going Down To The Wire

..

wire or getting heavy national his blunt style of answering
The. Presidential race between attention.
questions on issues by saying he
The two most celebrated races doesn't know the answer or does
Gerald Ford and Jimmy Carter is
predicted by political analysts to be happen to be in the nation's two not care.
Tunney on the other hand is
close. The Senate contest in New · largest states - New York and
Mexico between Joe Montoya and California.
suffering from the loss of support
Harrison Schmitt has ·been termed
New York has two distinct 'from his party's left wing in a
"too close to caU." And in 17 other opposites running for the state's heated primary with ex-activist
Mrs. Jimmy Csrter spoke to city Democrats in states, races for important Senate junior Senate seat. Incumbent Tom Hayden. He has also been
seats. are either going down-to-the- conservative Republican James charged of being wishy-washy on
Albuquerqf!.ti:'§u.ndsv.st Tingley Coliseum.
B~ckley, 53, brother of colum1;1ist
issues, and a prhna donna.
William F. Buckley Jr., faces
Other important senate· races
Democrat
Daniel
Patrick under national scrutiny are;,
Moynihan, 49, flamboyant pion~r
-Indiana, Democrat Senator
of the U.S. battle for respect with Vance Hartke may fail in his bid to
McCarthy chose purj,osely not to the Third World in the chambers of win a fourth term by losing to
By Robert R. Lee .
and Republicans can vote for
fonn a political party to back his the U.N.
Organizers
for
-Eugene President. If this election is'aUowed
• former Indianapolis mayor Richard
candidacy.
"We wanted to be
M cCarthY'.s
independent to run its course without challenge,
Many observers see it as Lugar.
consistent," Heintz said. "We improbable for Buckley. to be
presidential campaign are now then in the future, the Democrats
-Pennsylvania, two U.S.
wanted
to challenge the system on rescued from defeat. Moynihan is Representatives are running for the
calling it the "Winning McCarthy and Republicans will point back to
the basis of the right of an getting strong backing from Jewish seat being vacated by Hugh Scott,
Campaign."
1976 and say •we're just following
independent to run for President. voters because of his support of Senate Republican Leader, who is
Douglas
Heintz;
state the rules.' ·The major parties have
Anyone
who
meets
the Israel while UN Ambassador, He is retiring. Democrat William J. Green
coordinator for' Mc~arthy; said legitimized their actions by enacting
qualifications of 'the Constitution also drawing large support from and Republican H. John Heinz III
yesterday that McCarthy is the real laws to protect them."
(for President) ought to have free conservative Catholics who had a are locked in a bitter contest.
winner in presidential politics.
.
because his campaign has been "the Heintz said further that
access to the ballot."
-Tennessee, inbumbent
hand in the election of Buckley in
first major. step toward realigning
1970.
.
Republican Bill Brock is being hurt
the whole political process in this
•califoniians will either vote for by his "'rich boy image" and a
country." ..
semanticist
S.I.
Hayakawa predicted solid win for Jimmy
. Heintz said McCarthy has helped
(Republican) or incumbent John Carter in that state. His opponent,
to keep Am~rican politics open with
Tunney
(Democrat).
One Democrat James Sasser, has
his court challenges of the
California poll has it a deadlocked attracted the state's voters with a
. Campaign Reform Act and of state
(43-43) race. Helping Hayakawa is "tireless and folksy campaign."
statutes which effectively keep
By Gail Minturn
,independent and minor-party
Voters in BernaliJio County Tuesday will decide whether the Bernalillo
candidates.off the ballot. ·
County Me9ical Center will continue to receive funds from a special
McCarthy, Heintz said, is on the property tax levSt that currently supplies about one-fifth ·of BCMC's
ballot now in 31 states, and has
budget.
"over a million" petitions
The four mil levy is expected to supply about $4.4 million of BCMC's
signatures (to place him on the projected annual budget of $21 million for 1977-78. The levy has always
baUot) nation-wide:
.
been supported by the county's voters, but each eight .years when the levy
Heintz said the Election comes. up for reapproval, it passes by a smaller margin, said Margie
Campaign Refonn Act of 1974 is Taylor, public information officer fQr the health sciences department at
"a sham in the .name of refonn
UNM.
.
which is designed to shore up the
Sixteen years ago the levy passed by a·6-l margin. Eight years ago the
two-party system to the detriment margin had dropped to 2-J.
. .
..
.
·
of anyone who wants to challenge
AJthC>ugh there has been no organized opposition to the levy, Taylor
the Democrats and Republicans." said.that a misconception that faifure of the levy could force the state! to
Heintz added that'" there are· some buy BCMC and voter apathy could combine to defeat the levy.
good provisions in the law." '
. Taylor said that purchase of BCMC by the state would be unlikely. A
McCarthy challenged the · handout from BCMC states, I'If Bernalillo County no longer owns the
Campaign Reform Act in the U.S.
hospital, the funds would still be necessary to provide the care and could
. Supreme Court. Although the law possibly be.distributed among all or severallo~al hospitals. A change in
was "largely upheld''.by the court,
owttership would .have no effect-on mil levy funds."
Heintz · said,· it was jUdged
't'he levy does not mean an increase in. taxes. It is simply voter reapunconstitutional oil two points!
proval of an existing tax which amounts to $4 pef $1,000 of assessed
Heintz· said the court found that
property value. Since most property in Bernalillo County is assessed at a
two provisions of the law violated third of its actual value, the owner of a $30,000 home would have to pay
the freedom of ~sembly and the about $40 a year toward the. support of BCMC arid about $5 a year towar·
right of equal access to the ballot.
ds the Bernalillo County Mental Health Center.
_
Heintz also said that; with the
This is the first yeanhat the traditional4.S mil hwy has been split. The
campaign Reform Act, the two BernaliUo COunty Mental Health Center will be asking for a .5 mil levy ort
major parties are effectively · Tuesday also. In past years BCMHC has been supported b.y.an annual
"determining who can be a
allocation from the county· of approximately $500,000. When ihe mental·
candidate," since :no one but a health center was e5tablished the-psychiatric wing of BCMC was closed
These two students helped make Halloween weekend
Democrat or. Republican c~n jet and its residents were transferred to the mental health center. The county
public campaign fundi11J. . .· . ·
ptovi({ed funds for its operation from its general fund and BCMC kept the. a happy occasion for the 200 children who attended a
••McCarthy," Heintz said, ,.can entire amount from the 4.S mil leVy. This year both BCMC and BCMHC party in their behalf at Santa.Ciara Dorm.
see a time when .only Democrati. · will go to the voter to get some or all of their operating funds.
~------------------------'

McCarthy Agairlst .Party System

County Citizens to Vote
On Funds for BCMC

'K:eep Your

Together

But Outcome Still Unclear

WCJJC9[l[!)

Carter. Lead Dimi.nishin.g
By United Press lnternational
Jimmy Carter and Pre'sident
0 Ford, locked in an increasingly
.c tight race for the White House,
j fired last-minute volleys·Sunday as
~ they campaigned in pivotal swing
Both cautiously predicted·
0 states.
victory.
With 'two days left, polls pointed
to a dead-heat election with the
outcome in many states, including
some of the biggest, still not nailed
down by either of the candidates,.
<'i
As the deadline neared, crowds
o>
gathering. to see Ford and Carter
~
~
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grew and their enthusiasm swelled,
a possible indicator that the
expected apathy in the 1976
bicentennial election migh( not
materialize.
·
Cheered by polls that showed
him coming from 33 percentage ·'
points behind to near dead-even
with Carter nationally, Ford spent
the entire day stumping New York
state and its rich harvel of 41
electoral votes. He concentrated on
upstate areas of Buffalo and
Rochester and heavily-populated
Long Island.
But the latest New York Daily
News straw ·poll, while indicating
that Ford has gained, says in its
·Monday editions Carter will score a
narrow win in the Empire State.
The survey gives Cart.er 51 per
centage points, Ford 46, and
Eugene McCarthy, ruled off the
ballot, 3.
After 22 months on the' road,
Carter launched a next-to-\ast day
blitz through Texas and California,
cheeFed by every-growing crowds
and convinced that his slide in the
polls has bottomed out short of
defeat.
Carter, who campaigned in Fort
Worth and Dallas before flying
aboard "Peanut One" to
California- where an independent
poll showed him six poil)tS behind
- predicted a close battle but said

~~WQ

"We have a good. chance for a large
victory.~'

And, in some of the toughest
language he has used. Carter said
Ford "hasn't done a thing but let
our country drift and come
divided" and called on the voters to
"fire" Ford Tuesday.
After braving drenching rains
upstate, Ford· flew to Suffolk
County and at a rally told some
9,000-10,000 supporters "We were
way, way behind in the first quarter
but we got together and the
Republican Party got unified and
the net result is we got
momentum.'~

Vice presidential candidates
Walter Moridale and Robert Dole
were also on the campaign trail Mondale predicting Carter would
win and Pole claiming that Ford
would sweep every state and cede
only the District of Columbia to the
Democrats.
'
Polster Louis Harris, interviewed
on ABC-TV's Issues and Answers,,
said the election was "up for
grabs" and added "It looks very
much like 1960 and 1968 all over
again."
.
Harris, whose' latest poll gave
Carter a one-point edge, said the
prime-time appearances of Ford
and Carter on all' three networks
"probably will
make the
difference."

Charges Opponent with Unfair Campaigning

i

UN M Lavv Student Seeks .State House Slot
By, Robert R. Lee
Jake .Vigil, a UNM law student,
is a Democratic candidate for state
representative.
Vigil is seeking the Dist. 26 seat
now held by Republican Bob
Grant. District 26 runs roughly
from Constitution north to
Candelaria, and from Eubank west
to Wyoming.
This is the first time Vigil has
sought an elective office. Vigil said
he dedicded to run because "the
incumbent has been a poor
representative; he's been absent all
the time. He's been in office for
five years and he's only introduced
one law, a child propertydestruction act, and a House
Memorial honoring the Manzano
Monarchs."
Vigil has charged Grant with
removing campaign brochures
which Vigil left in district doorway·s
and replacing them with his own
(Grant's) literature.
The third-year law student said a
Vigil campaign worker, Elizabeth
Welts, saw Grant doing this on Oct.16. Vigil said he was distributing
campaign literature in Precinct466,
on Tennessee Street, and saw State
Rep. Grant "parked at the end of

By United Press International

Guerrillas Attack Thai Police
BANGKOK, Thailand-Communist guerrillas assaulted a police
post, ambushed government reinforcements and shot down a helicopter, military authorities said Sunday.
Initial reports said at least eight government policemen and soldiers
were killed and an unknown number wounded in the 48-hour battle.
In~urgent casualties, if any, also were unknown, officials said.

And the End Looms Near
WASHINGTON-President Ford and Jimmy Carter take their last
shots at winning the votes of television viewers Monday by preempting three hours of "J:'t'ime time" programming .for half-hour commercials.
Each candidate is paying for a half-hour broadcast on each network. Carter's spot can be seen at 7 p.m. on ABC, 8 p.m. on NBC
and at 9 p.m. on CBS. Ford's spot follows at 7!30 p.m. on ABC, 8:30
p.m. on NBC and 9:30p.m. on CBS.

MECHANICVILLE, N.Y.-Two persons, including a 21-year-old
part-time police officer, were shot to death Saturday night in a wild
two-hour shootout with police in the normally placid streets of this
upstate New York factory city.
Ten other persons were injured in the barrage of gunfire from a
third-floor apartment window on Mechanicville's main street before a
Vietnam war Marine veteran asked police, "Will you shoot me if I
come out?" and surrendered.

Vigil said he saw Grant when he
was leaying the area to eat lunch,
and that he recognized Grant's car
by the "State Rep. Dist. 26" license
plate it bore.
Vigil said he returned to the
precinct after lunch with Wells·, and
found that "at every single house"·
in a particular block "my brochures
were gone and his were there in
place." Vi~il said he then asked
Wells to walk the block and see if
Grant were actually switching the
brochures.
Wells, Vigil said, "actually saw
him doing it. It seemed to be premeditated, because he was carrying
a file folder and putting my
brochures in the folder."
Vigil said further that he gave the
story to the Albuquerque Tribune
and Abluquerque Journal, and that
both papers "realty played it
down." Vigil also said Journal
reporter Robert Beier, to whom he
told the story, "is a personal friend
of Bob Grant."
Grant, Vigil said, told the
Tribune that he merely "picked up
one or twu 01 the brochures
off the ground" to see what his
opponent had to say. Vigil said
Grant told the Journal that Vigil

when he was walking the precinct
and that Vigil's brochures "were
falling from doorways."
Vigil also gave his views on state
sales taxes, state economic
development, nuclear power plants,
nuclear waste and organized crime
in the state.
Asked if he would support
eliminating the state sales taxes on
food and medicine by substituting
an increased resources severance
tax, Vigil said, "Sure. That's
exactly what I had in mind."
Vigil said he "hadn't realty
thought about" a systematic
program to encourage investment
in the state, but noted that the
governor's office is pursuing such a
program, and called it a "good
idea."
Vigil emphasized, however, that
he would "hate to encourage a
great influx from the East." Vigil
said the state's economy should
"provide for enough to take care of
the needs of the people of the state,
and maybe a little more."
Asked if he would support the
building of a nuclear power plant in
New Mexico, Vigil said, "No, I
wouldn't. A way hasn't been
developed to take care of nuclear

_t;;;h;;;e;:;b~lo;:;c:k::·:"=;:=:;:::::::::::=::"::h:a::pp:e::n:e::d:::'to::,:b:e:I:n:::fr:o:n:t::o:f:=m::e::'::'=w=a~s:t:':e::s·::':'::V:=ig::i:;-1, said

the nation

should "concentrate on coal and
try to make cleaner use of it,"
although he added that "someday
we'll have to balance the dangers of
wastes against the necessity for
power. · The fact is that nuclear
power is much cheaper (than other
sources) for generating electricity."
Vigil also said he "realty
wouldn't support anything like
that" when asked about burying
nuclear waste in the Carlsbad salt
beds, as is proposed.
Vigil said further, however, that
"there is no telling how many"
government nuclear reactors exist
unknown to the public. "Los
Alamos alone probably has a few,
and it follows from this that they're
burying the waste somewhere,"
Vigil said.
Asked if he would support a
legislative investigation of or:
ganized crime in New Mexico, Vigil
said, "There is some (organized
crime in the state). It's inevitable
that there's some in every state. If
there is a way to control it, it should
be controlled and eliminated, and
any indication of its spreading
should be investigated."
Vigil also said he would support
increased state funding for UNM
"if it's shown to be necessary. The

~

~·
<)

biggest problem now is in the public 0
schools; they're not preparing /i?
children for higher education. But ~
then, all educational levels have to t-'
be taken care of, including higher g.
education."
o

.....

The ASA Gallery is looking for people to help
facilitate it~ O!lr=rations and final construction. Con·
Hlct

Cl~irc

~

0'\

898-8681.

ASUNM Steering Committee will meet Tues., Nov.
Z nt S p.m. in Rm, 230 SUB. Rcsolulion 4 will be

discussed.
br. Robin Fox from RtHgers University will speak
TtJ<.'lo., Nov. 2. at 8 p.m. in Rm. 100, Biology 111dg., on
"The Evolullon of Mind; Art Anthropological Approach."

Dr. Nicholas Short will speak Tues., Nov. 2 at 3:30
p.m. In Northrop Hall 116 on ''Use of Space Imnaery
for C".eologic StuUics,''
Deadline for stJbmittlng applications for the Danfort It Graduate Fellowships is Mon., Nov. l.ll offers
a one-year renewable stipend of $2275 to postbaccalaureate persons who imcnd lo be<:ome college
professors. Those intcrc~ted should ron tact Rodman
13. Snead, Rm. 205 Hodgin Hall.

SO LAS presents a Louin American Film Festival to
begin Tues., Nov. 2 Wilh Ike Mexican Bus Ride nt
7:30and 9:30p.m. at 3100 Mesa Vista Hal!.
Petitions for student senators arc due Mon., Nov. 1
Hl4 p.m, in ffle Rm, 242 SUD.
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Any Snndwich

Directly Across From Yale Park
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(Except r~own ot lnfJQtTon)
NovembeY 7, 1976

·2216.Central
SE-265-5986
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GET YOUR SCISSORS OUT!
It's Monda!),
It's Monday,~~~

Watch this page each Monday
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for MONEY SAVING COUPONS!

)Monday,.-'

··------~--------------------------~~----------~-----

Big Burgers

1
Alfie Order
2
Save

Cheese, Two PQttles, Do'i.•ble Decker

with

Regulor

1916 Central S.E.
•
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·has ·it .allFaod & Dessert
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111 Harvard SE

.

at All Three Alfie's Locations

6/owe4 fflwft
3424 Central S.E.
266-9296

~

The Closest Flower and Plant store to UNM.

==
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Price Of One

Valid Only at 2300 Central and 12th 1·40'

·~~::~i' :.-.:~:·A~lF 112.JIILJ
~\:·
..
-

SUNDAES
2 For
111'DQ-pon

.I~·JI=· 100 ... •aa· pecl•o •·•·
lr
. ·;•··1.~. phone 288·7025

..

University
Dairy Queen

Willi

University
. . ..Dairy Queen
..

;

3920 Central SE I 6301 Menaul Ne
8524 Indian School NE

~ooc:~

~;'i I' 11'\:

reg.$1.59

1 Coupon l'er Customer, Offer Good Througb •NOV. 7

--

.

---------- ---·

\~111/,.¥

Offer Good

Dairy ·Queen Brazier

!

coupon

75¢ apit?ce

Pieces of Fish & Chips.

Now J4.98
With Coupon- Expires Nov. 6

.

F;ee.Priendly Advice

.L~vis

83. OFF

with this e011pOJl
. Denim and ~orduroy
Bells-~Btg DeUs-Straight Legs
~xpires Nov. 8 -.192'6

Wide Assortment 85"' Each

Now 2 For 81.00
Cou1lio'u Expires November 6

Friendly Flower Shop
3424 CentJ•al S.E.

Buy One Giant Hamburger
Get One Free With This Ad

Beautiful 'Tettatlums
Reg. J7.9a

S•••all Plants

Featuring Quality and Food Speedy Service
8516 Central (Near Wyoming) 255-6130
Home Of The Sack Lunch Special

The Rain Tunnel
Car Wash

Featuring Quality Food
and Speedy Service
8516 Central (noarWyomingl255-6130
Home Of The Sack Lunch Special

The Rain Tunnel
Car Wash

50eOFF·

A.'liy Wash and/or Wax With This Coupon

5101 Lomas NE

5101 Lomas Blvd. N.E
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Watch Out for More Than 18 Hours

LOBO Endorses ...

Editor:

The LOBO endorses Gerald Ford for President. Ford took over the
presidency in a time of upset in the government and has managed to
restore order. He has a firm grasp of the economic situation and in spite of
grave economic problems has brought back a sense of stability. His
knowledge of problems and issues in America today has aided him in office.
We feel his experience and proposals are more realistic and will. be more
effective than those offered by his major opponent. For these reasons we
urge our readers to vote for Ford.
.
The LOBO was divided over the candidacies of Jack Schmitt, Matt
Dillon and Joe Montoya for U.S. Senate. In looking over the qualifications
and proposals of these men we cannot in good conscience endorse any of
these. men. Schmitt does not know New Mexico because of his extended
absence from the state.
Montoya somehow managed to move from a man of very modest income to one of the 10 richest members of the Senate. His lackluster appearance at the Watergate h\')arings is also hard to forgive.
Dillon, while some of his ideas seem workable, simply does not have the
experience necessary forth is position.
We support incumbent Rep. Manuel Lujan. His representation has been
tj,onest and effective.
· We feel Jimmie Glenn as State Corporation Commissioner will furnish
the desired amount of control in a checks and balances situation. He offers
a hard-work, new-approach-to-the-job-stand and we feel he will be more
effective than his opponent.
Ira Robinson's proposals for the position of District Attorney seem to be
more wotkable and well planned than his opponent's.
We support Richard Klein for County Sheriff. Klein, an attorney, with his
business and law background, offers firm ideas for control and
reorganization of the Bernalillo County Sheriff's Department. He favors
continued training and high standards for deputy sheriffs.
The LOBO supports Lenton Malry (District 18) and Dan Lyon (District
11) in their bids for reelection to the House of Representatives. Both men
have been responsible to the University community and effective in the
House.
·
After some discussion, the LOBO supports Kelly Crawford for state
Senator in District 16. The positions of Crawford and the incumbent, Tom
Rutherford on 19-year-old drinking and decriminalization of marijuana are
essentially the same, bpt Crawford offers a fresh, responsive approach to
the position.
· The LOBO favors Robert Hawk for County Commissioner for District 3.
He off~rs a policy of good fiscal control and effective administration.
The 'LOBO recommends Passage of Amendments 2, 5, 6 and 7. We oppose Amendments 1 and 4.
We support, with reservation, Amendment 2 which would allow two
consecutive four-year terms for the state executive offices. Our reservation is that this amendment would effect persons currently holding
these positions. We urge our readers to vote for this amendment, but
remember it when it's til]le to vote against Apodaca.
We support the State Educational Institutional Improvement Bond Act
and the BCMC and BCMHC tax levies.

OOONESBURY

Law: Don't Get Left Out

~~

by Garry Tr~au
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With preregistration coming up I
thought I'd write this to advise
students of a danger to watch out
for. The maximum semester load is
20 hours for undergraduates. Back
in the good old days tuition was
$228 for 12 hours and up. Now it is
$260 for 12-18 hours and each additional hour over 18 costs $21.50.

.
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Editor:
While a lot of fired-up people
were in town to watch the
Lobos this weekend, a lot of
other people were watching
another spectacle on TV all
weekend long.
The presidential blitz (blit"
zkreig comes from Nazi origins)
from the two heavily favored
political parties encompassed
many TV viewers' psyches and
attempt to push the innocent
viewers into voting for one or
the other.

Well, if the rugged individualist-myth is not valid
then we are left with the
(political)
machinist.
The
Democrat-Republican machine
has prql;fuced quagmires in the
last ~wo decades that would
make
individualist contend
Democrats and Republicans
feel only for machines.
Man, the Vietnam embarrassment a'nd riots of the
60's and early 70's were
because of the all-DemocraticRepublican ticket. We have to
thank them for Blacks demanding equality 'in the streets of
America. ,

· Editor-in•Chicl

Mana!finJ Editor

·susan W11lton

TEiresa Coin

We.ndeiLT. Hunt: .

Arts & Media
Kerr Walston .

Sports

An added extra to this extra cost
is the fact that it's not refundable
even if you drop the hours over 18.
Out of habit and I guess I must admit, ignorance, I took 21 hours this
fall assuming there would be no extra charge. After being in class for
one week I found out about my ex-
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democracie-but there are only
echoes of it in my mind. Echoes
of the rugged individualist are in
my mind. Give me democracy!

!I
!'

Then the silence of no
questions rings true, no, it was
fear that rang true in 1976.
Jim Lunch

Harrison Schmitt Holds
Good Attitude on ERA

Former, Current Members
Of LOBO Pan Endorsement
.

~~~

It has come to our attention that the LOBO is endorsing Ford for
President. Although not all of us favor Carter, we feel you have
made a serious mistake. Ford, through his actions, as well as his
many inactions, has proven himself to be a lackluster
President-somewhere along the lines of Millarde Fillmore and
Ulysses S. Grant. F.ord is callous to the needs of a majority of
Americans, while more than willing to compromise the country on
behalf of special interests-big business and the militar.y primarily
among them.
The LOBO is selling the students of UNM short. A more thoughtful and probing endorsement would have been in order.
Jon Bowman, Arts, Media and News Editor 1974-76
Miguel Gandert, Photo Editor 1974-76
Mike Minturn, Managing Editor and Editor-in-Chief 1973-75
Orlando Medina, News Editor and Editor-in-Chief 1974-76
Ed Leek,.Cartoonist 1974-75
Joe Becker, UNM class of 1976
Suzie Becker
·Stephen "Chester" Terrel, UNM Class of 1976
Joe-Donnelly, Copyan,d News .Editor 1975-76
Robert R. Lee, Political Reporter 1976
Ellen Greenblatt, ASUNM Senator 1975-76
Mike O'Connor, Managin~ Editor 1975-76
Harriet A. Moldov, LOBO typesetter 1975-76
Mike Gallagher, feature Editor 1975-76

News Editor · '
Joseph Donnelly

Editor
Tirn Gallagher

.. Aav~M'tis!ng-Manager

LOBO Letter,
This page is open to the University community for expressions
they have to make. Any thoughts
the LOBO readers have in the way
of opinions, gripes or compliments
may be' turned in for publication.
The one hard and fast rule for
submissions fer this page is that the
letter or opinion be signed. If there
is some very· good reason why a letter should be printed without a
name, the writer must discuss the
matter with the editor.
Short
letters
with
short

Editor

M. Flynn
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LENTON MALRV
STATE REPRESENTATIVE
DISTRICT 18
*8 years experience as legislator
*chairman of the education committee
*introduced statewide
·Kindergarten Bill
*supports a Highter Education
funding formula
*will continue to support more money
for UNM

by Garry Trudeau

I HAV!i AN ANNaJNCEMENT 70 MAKE.
AS YO/J KNOW, PEtENT FIXL!3 HAVe
Sl/6fiESTE{J 7HATMY RAce
Cf)N-

DEPEND ON A PERSON WHO'S DOING THE JOB
paid for by Concerned Citizens for Malry's Re-election. Ben Raskob, chairman;Zora Hesse,
Treasurer.

Tom

I

Rutherford
STATE
SENATE ~
District Til!J

II !lOT

THANK. '(Oil FOR.
COM!Ne... All 0/=
YO//.. I APPR£CJAT& IT. •.
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A Nice

BOOK,
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Democrat

·Endorsed by the New Mexico Women's
Political Caucus (women's issues), NEA-NM
(educational issues), Central Clearing House
(environmental

•~~·.....-.ocrat, District 3
"'!

paid (or
byUNM

j

Democrats
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Re-elect
The needs of the people
must come before those
of the developer.

I
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Mon.-Sat.. 9am-9pm
11 701 Mimaul N.E.

Copy Editor
. Karen Moses

·,!

paragraphs are more readable.
There is a 250-word limit on letters
to be printed and letters should
include the writer's name, phone
numb~r and address.
, Opinions follow the samE>
guidelines as letters, except that
there is no maximum word limit,
however the writer should keep in
mif1d that the shorter an opinion,
the more widely read it is.
Both letters and opinions .are
subject to editing for length and
possibly libelous content.

DOONESBURY

~

RE-ELECT

Opip.ion Policy
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Harry Chapman

ASst. News
David

Anyway, 1 decided to look at
things rationally. Tuition did go up
$32.00. If 1 had dropped all my
classes 1 would have gotten a percentage of my tuition refunded. It
seems only fair that the same
should be true of my extra hours,
since the extra fee is charged.

Jlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

Editor:
.
Like many of my fellow New Mexicans, I have given strict attention to where our major political candidates stand on the Equal
Rights Amendment. Passage of the amendment, for many of us, is
a top-priority item. As such, an affirmative stand by our office
seekers ranks high on my list of what constitutes vote-getting apDemocrats and Republicans peal.
Despite some early ambivalence and what he himself called
have expressed their desire to
"riding
the fence," Harrison "Jack" Schmitt has clarified his
prove that big money can
position
on the I;RA in a manner that should be satisfying to the
produce the $22.9 million candidate that voting will establish most ardent ERA proponents.
He has endorsed the ERA in unequivocal terms, stating time and
the continuation of those two
again that a principle of placing meri and women equal before the
parties .
The real rugged individualists law should be a priority concern of all persons committed to equal
are being forced to survive by justice under the law.
Schmitt clearly has recognized that with the ERA, inertia that
individual efforts. If the rugged
keeps
discriminatory laws in force would end. He is committed to
individualist
truly
made
America, then by far the that process and deserves the support of those of us similarly commajority of voters would go for mitted.
Lynn Buckingham Villella
anything non-Democratic and
non-Republican. But surely the
voters will prove that rugged individualism to be a myth of
modern American politics.

Both
· Republican
and
Democratic parties of 1976
threatened people who went to
the streets to warn us of their
desire· to use ·troops against
protestors. Some say they want
Jer grow with American
business.
I call for democracy- diga me

Photo Editor

fi:er s

Society Today Lacks Individualism

'any

PEARES7i
NAY85YOU

tra charge, which totalled $64.50.
Being a poor student who has to
buy frivolous thing_s like books and
food, I decided I'd better drop the
class to save mon\'Y· Recently I got
a bill in the mail for $64.50. I called
to clear up what I thought was an
error and found out I had to pay for
something I wasn't getting. (It
seems like I've heard that complaint around here before.)

Whoever came up with the
current no·refund policy didn't
have the students' interests in
mind. A lot of people sign up for
classes and then find out, due to
the work load or other reasons, that
they must drop a course. Anyone
planning to do that next semester
please remember, you might get
ripped off for changing your mind.
So, let the student beware or the
student will be screwed. It's funny,
last spring I paid $228.00 for 18
hours. This fall I paid $324.50 for
the same amount. At least I have
some consolation knowing that my
extra money went to educational
priorities like building duck ponds.
Gee, it makes it all seem worthwhile.
Judy Hubbard

Again the geese fly overhead and no one hears their honking. Fall is here
bringing another school year for us who have spent more years in school
than out. We're all getting older. Soon everyone and everything as we
know it will be gone; changed, Most people don't know what this change
will be, but there are some who are today actively planning what their
future might be. It is these people, these planners, whom we invite to consider a career in law.
So who told you Chicanos couldn't make it in law? State Bar rolls reveal
3 Chicano attorneys in New Mexico in the early 1920s. And still, in 1973
only one per cent of national law school enrollment of 106,102 are
Chicanos. Here, at UNM, Chicano law students number 82out of 320. The
big numbers related to Chicano law students/attorneys arise when one
speaks of the need this· state has for Chicano attorneys. And this is not a
false need. Once a law student you'd see how many of your friends, neighbars and relatives had a legal problem which went nowhere because they
would not approach an Anglo attorney. Perhaps you can see and understand this now.
Chicanos can and do make it in law. 1.0., A.C.T., S.A.T. and L.S.A.T.
scores become meaningless theories when compared to desire, determination and ability. This is evident in that many Chicano students have
low L.S.A. T. scores, but do very well in study and practice. A low L.S.A.T.
score only makes you want to work and study harder. So look yourself
over. Would you be willing to work hard? to submit yourself? Like
everything else, it's up to you, but don't get left out. Some Chicano undergrads and grads have begun planning their futures, others began years
ago. Don't get left out.
Chicanos have been do'mg very well in law and will continue to do so. So
whether you are Chicano, Mexican-American, Coyote, Mestizo, or Indio,
perhaps you have a future in law. Many of you do.
Jimmie V. Reyna
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Censure Act Passed by ASUNM Senate

By Uuth S. Intress
o"
In a vote of 11-1-0 overriding the
.0
0
.....1 President's veto; the ASUNM
:>. Senate Wednesday night passed a
·'@ rewritten version of the Censure
C4 Act, and Finance Chairman George
0
u Coston said the Speaker's and Film
·~
>< Committees are again in a deficit.
~ The Censure Act, which would
~ deny a senator of voting privileges
if he or she missed three consecutive
\0. senate and/or legislative committee
Q)
meetings, 'will now return to
bO
ASUNM President Damon Tobias
p...
to be signed. Tobias told the senate
Wednesday night that he had
vetoed the original bill which
censured and ·removed a senator
.from office for absences because it
had been ruled unconstitutional by

z
"'

ASUNM Attorney General Brian
Sanderoff.
·Tobias said he considered the
process of amending the bill while
overriding a veto unconstitutional.
However, he said he will sign the
revised Censure Act if it appears in
a new bill. "I agree with Sen. Les
Marsnall, (the writer of. the bill),
that tt.e Censure Act, as amended,
is a good bill," Tobias said,
During his committee report,
Finance Chairman George Coston
informed the senate that rhis year's
Speakers and .Film Committees
show a deficit. The Speakers
Committee has a present deficit of
approximately $7,827
from
spe!lkers which include Hunter
Thompson, Ann Hershey, Moshe

Dayan, Tom Wolfe, William F.
Buckley, and Dr. Carl Sagan. This
semester's deficit added onto last
year's deficit equaling a total deficit
for the Speakers Committee of
approximately $115,889.
Coston said the only way this
year's Speakers Committee could
be able to break even is if they bring
in entertainment-type speakers,
because the educational speakers
are each losing between $1,200 and
$1,500.
"At the current rate the
Speakers Committee is going, if
two more speakers Jose money the
committee will be broke;" Coston
said.
.
Sen. David Rupp said, "I know
this deficit isn't Speakers

Committee Chairwoman Porter"
Dillon's fault because the speakers
that are losing money were
contracted before she became
chairwoman. But thos;: senators
whose term is not ending need to
think of alternatives to put the
Speakers Committee back as a
subcommittee of the senate if it
doesn't start breaking even."
The. ASUNM Film Committee
has a deficit of $1,500 from this
semester, Coston said. It's
approximate deficit over the past
two years totals approximately
$12,70S, he said.
Sen. Kent Ghahremani said,
"There's a chance the Film
Committee will break even because
it's working real hard to get more

::::_;::::::================;======================:;::=::=:::::··=::=::::::::=;1-

How· would
you votet.
I believ~ I'm in tune with New Mexico
people when I vote, ti.me. after time, to cut
wasteful Federal spending of your tax
·dollars.
I vote the way I believe you would vote.
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Regents Tentative.ly Approve
Tennis Complex on Campus

Restricts Absent Senators Frain Voting

If you agree that government is already too big,
too powerful, ·and too
expensive, I would
appreciate yo:ur
support and vote,.....
on November 2nd.

entertainment-type films on the
weekends and art films during the
week."
A lengthy debate occurred at
Wednesday night's senate meeting
concerning a bill written by Sen,
Les Marshall that would give the
LOBO a guaranteed appropriation
of approximately $1.50 a student
each year.
Sen. Marshall said, "This bill
gives the LOBO a guaranteed idea
on how much money it can expe.ct
to receive.'~
.
The funds the LOBO receives
from the senate are considered as a
subscription. Most city newspapers
have 33 per cent of their income
coming from subscriptions. The
$40,000 the LOBO received this
year from thebutsenate
is onlycounts
24 per as
centa
subscription,
of fhe LOBO's yearly income.
After more than an hour's
debate, the bill failed to pass in ·a
vote of 5-7-0. However, the bill will
appea~ on the fall general election
ballot as
a constitutional
amendment after the senate passed
this proposal with a vote of ll-1-0.
In
other
senate
action
Wednesday night:
-The Jewish Student Union,
Hillel,
was
funded
$206;
-A resolution was passed
supporting the State Educational
Institutional Improvement Bond
Act, that will appear on the state
ballot Nov. 2;
-The resolution supporting the
decriminalization of marijuana was
postponed until the next senate
meeting Nov. 7.

Republican
Campaign in
NE Heights

Nippy
temperatures
kept
attendance down as Harrison
Schmitt, Republican candiC!ate for
U.S. Senate and other local GOP
candidates addressed a rally in the
Northeast Heights yesterday
afternoon. ·
Looking confident, Schmitt
spoke to about 60 persons at
Mitchell Park. Speaking mostly in
rhetorical terms, Schmitt talked
about the future of the country and
how it relates to New Mexico.
Schmitt predicted that he "will
win either by a very small margin (3
or 4 per cent) or by a big, big
margin.''
Schmitt reaffirmed his stands on
energy, education and stimulating
(Continued on Page 7)

Do You Need
Cash?

~~-·-~4~

By Rebekah Szymanski
A lease proposal for a $330,000
tennis facility on UNM's South
. Campus was given tentative
approval Saturday, by the UNM
Board of Regents.
The Regents voted to delay final
approval of the facility until the
UNM legal counsel has made drafts
on the lease and it is reviewed by
the Campus Planning Committee.
The 19-court complex, proposed

Albert Simms

"

by the UNM Tennis Foundation,
would be constructed on land south
of the University Stadium. The land
is now being used as a baseball
practice field.
President of the UNM Tennis
Foundation, Fred Yogi, . said the
complex would be financed by
membership fees from an expected
600 persons, monthly membership
dues and income from pro shop
sales and tennis lessons. Yogi said
the Foundation was proposing a 20year lease from the University, with
the possibility for renewal. He said
20-year memberships to the tennis
club were also planned. .
"This will be the finest complex
in the nation," Vogl said. "There

, ... Campaign
(Continued from Page 6)

the local economy. He responded to
the various allegations made by his
opponent and blamed the liberaldemocratic Congress for the lack of
solutions "to the social problems
we have had in the last 22 years."
To combat this, Schmitt said, the
solutions could be had in the voting
booths. "we've got to get the voters
to the polls."
Other local GOP candidates
mingled with the crowd and talked
about supporting the. GOP ticket.
Among them were D.A. hopeful
Gary Stone, candidate for County
Sheriff Richard Klein and
candid~te for County Treasurer
Leo Huffman.

won't be any problem getting the
NCAA Tennis championships
here.''
Regent Albert Simms said, "I
think it's a wonderful idea for the
University- but it'sjust an idea
now. More of the details need to be
worked out."
The Regents said they would vote
on the lease proposal at a later
meeting.
In other areas, the Regents voted
to allocate $25,000 to finance
designing of a mechanical
engineering
building.
John
Perovich, vice president for
·business and finance, said the
University would also apply for a
design grant of $3.00,000 to
$400,000 from the Electric Power
Research Institute.
Lou Hoffman, a representative
from the Public Service Company
of New Mexico, said the grant
would enable UNM to include a
solar heating facility in the
building. He said the building
would also. be used for solarassisted research projects.
UNM President William Davis
said the building would, "hopefully
be funded within the next two or
three years."
Perovich sa,id the money for the
mechanical engineering building
would come from the $25 million
bond issue if the bond is passed in
tomorrow's election, or from state
and other appropriated funds.
Plans 'for the building will be
drawn by Pacheco and Graham
architects.
The Regents also accepted •a
statement prepared by th"e
Committee on Entrance and
Credits which allows UNM branch
colleges to set their own entrance
requirements. It would also allow
these students to transfer to the
main campus without having to
meet any other special entrance
requirements.
UNM Provost. Dr. Chester
Travelstead said UNM will need to
expand its course offerings for its
branch colleges in order to meet the
neccl' of students from different
regions of the state. "!think that in
the future the branch colleges will
become
more
and
more
independent," he said.
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'$10 Vo.lue
Absolutely
No strings
Atto.ched

Free

Sundny November 7
10 am to 4 pm onl_y
A Christmas offer to UNm students, facult_y
staff and immediate famil_y
Dress wo.rm, outdoor light will be used

Dogs, cats, pets welcome
(/D Required)
'

R Photogrnpher

.

1717 Giro.rd NE
265-2444
st North of lndio.n School Rd

We Know Where He
Stood on the Moon
Now ...
Where on Earth
Does He Stand

Harrison Schmitt Is

paid for
Democrats

STATE REPRF.'iENTATIVE -.:;.;-

TUX RENTAL

Against:
• Federal Aid to Education (NEAAdvocate.Sept.76l
• Social Security {Journal, Sept. 8; Tribune Aug. 27!
• Affirmative Action !NEAl Advocate, Sept. 76!
• The Equal Rights Amendment fNEAAdvocate,Sept._76l

For:
• Sale of Public Lands ]Press Conference, Aug. 30)
• Lowering of Minimum Wage {UNM candidates Day!

• Flares {in colors)
• Colored Vests
• Formal Boots

• New Styles
• New Stock

LORD

WEST
iUXEDOS

closed for
remodeling

Christmns
Portrnit

byUNM

Earn $15.00 a week
Donate Twice Weekly

Blood
Plasma

Also adopted was a proposal that
would allow UNM' s School of
Medicine to enter agreements of
affiliation with health-care facilities
in the state other than those already
in existance. Faculty would
participate in medical programs of
education and research. It would
also provide them with either full or
part-time financial support. UNM
is already ?ffiliated with BCMC
and the Veterans Administration
Hospital.
Regent Albert Simms said,
"Lovelace·Bataan has already
extended an invitation and would
welcome participation with the

5x7

Harrison Schmitt is trying to appear as a modern candidate. But his political ideas
are from the turn of the century.
He also tries to cultivate the appearance of "honesty." But he has taken stands
regarding federal aid to education, the Equal Rights Amendment, and the sale of
federal lands, and then denied these stands later in the face of solid documentation.
He also claims to be a "New. Mexican for New Mexico." But he has voted only twice
here since 1964. Furthermore, he has never filed a state income tax return, which is
required of all people claiming residency in New Mexico, whether they live here or
not.

When you know the facts,
the choice is clear:

Montoya
Paid for by UNM bemocrats
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Cotny Sentiment Finds Easy Outlet
In Fin& Popejoy musical Display
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Theatet
Review

Rode_y Offers Fine Acting
In a Flawed Production

Theatre Review by Lynda Sparber
Confession: deep down in some
obscure corner of my being is a
SOLAS is announcing its annual Fall Film Festival. In order to help- little corner devoted to corny
disseminate information on Latin' America and provide cultural en- sentiment, the milk-and-Girl-Scouttertainment to the gener;tl UNM community, SO LAS sponsors each cookies kind of stuff, otherwise_
known as wholesome activity.
semester a series of films from Latin America.
Perhaps it was the reactivating of
The films will be shown on Tuesday evenings, beginning Nov. 2. The
this
latent virtuousness that caused
films to be shown are as follows:
me
to enjoy the Popejoy
Nov. 2 Mexican Busride by Bunuel
performance
of Shenandoah so
Nov. 9 ManfromMaisinicu(Cuba)
thoroughly.
Nov. 16 The Traitors (Argentina)
(No film the week of Thanksgiving)
Nov. 30 Memorias de un Mexicano (Mexico) (freeofcharge)
Times and Place: SUB Theatre, 7:30 and 9:30p.m. Tuesdays, .
Tickets: The price will be $1 at the door, or $2 for a subscription ticket
for all the movies. The last film will be free of charge. Subscription tickets
go on sale this week, in rooms 3100 and 3096 in Mesa Vista Hall, or from
SOLAS members. For information call 277-3203 (also on sale in SUB box
office).

I don't know who set the
stereotype of musicals - being
shmaltzy in my mind. Shenandoah,
while superficially full of gaiety and
rowdy shenanigans, had the deep
underlying trauma of the Civil
War.

Career Opportunity

. The .story centers around a
Virginia father, his five sons, one
daughter and a daughter-in-law
trying to keep out of the War•
Between the States.

-~--~--~~~~~
December Grads & Graduate Students
Are you looking for a career in sales with management
pbssibilities7 Want to be· paid what you are worth and
not what someone says.you are worth?
Contact Bob Leigh
Fidelity Union Life 293-7367
Suite 376-W
6400 Uptown Blvd. NE

Now Open Daily!

9:30-4:00
Complete Xeroxing,
Ditto & Mimeographing

-

An'd, like most musicals, it had a
lot of singing. However, seen, or
rather heard, in a presentation of
truly professional status, the score
· was extraordinarily well arranged.
Like the lighting and scenery, it
befit the moment and mood.
•
The lyrics were strong and
supportive to the plot, unlike some
musicals where the characters burst
into little ditties about doing dishes
or getting ready for a date.
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Review by Joel White
The Ballad of the Sad Cafe, a
'UNM Department of Theatre Arts
repertory production, opened in
Rodey Theatre Saturday night.
Playing to an alert audience, this
Edward Albee stage adaptation of a
Carson McCullers novella utilizes
intricate characterizations in a
tragic account of loving and being
loved.

"Inexpensive LlbotionsAod

Efficacious Entertainment"
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Couches•
Lounges
Love Seats
Discs - Chairs
RefillsNaugahyde & Fabrics

The four main characters,
Amelia, Marvin Macy, Cousin
Lyman .and Henry Macy were
portrayed conclusively by Cynthia
Hendricks, Albert Rodriguez,
William Reichert and Leif
Rustebakke respectively. All
exhibited excellent acting skills; but
their success lies in the manner they
"interacted:" drawing character
strength from one another .
Ballad, directed by James
Linnell, was originally set (by Albee
and McCullers) in the rural South,
but was moved in this production to
a Southwestern environment. The
change
was
completely
unsuccessful.

Gabriel served as a focal point on
the war in the production. His
interactions with "the boy," the
youngest Anderson, illustrated the
subtle tone of the play which
blended humor with dynamic irony.

In one scene, the two boys
discuss slavery and Gabriel
announces to his friend that not
just anyone can be a slave, it takes
practice. Not being allo~ed to
attend church, Gabriel reasons
that, if he has a hard bed,· hard
food and a hard life, he certainly

ought to be allowed to sit on the
hard benches in the church.
from deep South to rural Spanish
and the insertion of Spanish music
seemed alienated from the plot.
Also failing was' the use of the
townspeople as a churchlike
chorus. They occupied an
underutilized part of the stage and
succeeded only in distracting the
audience during overlit scene shifts.
The use of off-stage background
music would have served the same
purpose more effectively.

Scene changes took at the most
10 seconds and the sets were simple
and unobtrusive .. Special effects,
such as transparent backdrops,
back lighting, gun fire and glowing
fires in the distance were wellexecuted.
The acting was, in general,
excellent and believable. John Raitt
as the father (James Stewart played
the part in the film version) was a
unifying force in both the plot and
production. A personable man, he
ended the performance with a
dialog with the audience and
singing
the
title
theme,
''Shenandoah," which was not part
of the production.

1 year Guarantee
10% off with this ad.
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DUKE CITY. TYPEWRITER CO.
. 325 San Mateo Blvd., N.E.
Telephone 255-8347
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Sumatra Mandehling
Guatemalan
New Orleans Blend
KenyaAA
Viennese Roast

Coffee Ground To Your Specifications.
Our Delicious Coffee is Now
Available To Take Home

The AII·New
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9 Varieties
Columbian
Mocha java
Mexican
French Roast
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Thick
Pepperoni Pizza

1820 Centrol SE

Sandwiches
The best of quality moats and cheeses blended togothor in a
French roll for a tamaildng taste treat.

Pizza Menu

World's Finest Quality

I

Gold Stteet Cltcus

60¢/slice Always Ready

COFFEE

1

·

12" carriage

1.

p<lid for
byUNM
Democrats

Whole Bean
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Lotions, Sho,mpoos, mo,sso,ge Oils, Soo,p
Po,repheno,lio, o,nd Posters

243-1988
Contributing to this (in addition
to the four characters already ;~~~~.;;;~~~~~~d~~~~~~~~~
mentioned) were Jeanne Herrera's 1;
portrayal of the busybody Emma
Lujan, and Pamela Dyer and
Arthur Cook as the humorous
Rainey twins.

Fortunately, the superb character

'

·I

acting, which is the mainstay of
Albee's script, was not affected by
the technical flaws. The actors'
abilities determined the obvious
success of this production.

The Ballad of the Sad Cafe,
which will be performed again on
Nov. 4, 6, 12, 13 and 18, is a
provocative and convincing
production. Despite its secondary
flaws, Ballad still provides a
recommended evening of theatre.

Although the set design was
effective, its construction detracted
from the mood (a tree stump and
dirt area which bounced upon
contact were the main causes). But
the greatest failure was the
unrealistic and non-theatrical
lighting design and operation.
Partially illuminated dirt areas,
meaningless half tones and sloppy
cue changes were distinctly visible.

We would like to apologize to ony of
_you who may have come out to hear
"Clams" pla_y on the mall on Frida_y afternoon. The band felt it was too cold
to pla_y outdoors as a couple of members were nursing colds and so can. celed.

portable typewriter. . .

Eo.st of Loulslo.nno., Northside of mrntgdlnerg)
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Rodey's 'Ballad'
The vocals were also professional
and showed a wise assembling of
talent for the production: Perhaps
the best singer was Gabriel, the
young black slave played by Frank
Mitchell.
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·Cadillac Bob

Scene from 'Shenc:lndoc:lh'

!can't afford a~ all-electric

We ore whO.t QU/ f1Uinei'nfe.rs."The .Cut Above-u_ll the rest-in every uspect
in out field. Whether It be our precision cuts. wush weur bod_y waves,
natural colors or highlighting,"Come in for _your FREE. <;onsultation and hoir
onoJysTs
·
·
Now feo.tu.rlng J(Jdy Romero on·ourh_~ircutting staff.
·
·

~
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The accents of the cast ranged

UNISEX STYLING FOR HEADS
We sp_ecialize in problem hair

Okie's Features:

iC';

None of the sons actually joins in
the war, but the play shows how the
war will not let them be. The family
fights off soldiers come to drag the
boys off to fight and only faces the
war after the youngest is taken
prisoner by the Yankees.
The musical follows the pattern
of its genre with a. variety of
emotional scenes: laughable family
interaction, tear-jerking Jove
scenes, death, birth and suspense.
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HIPPO IG6 GREA

We prepare a thick homemade crust daily, use a fine blend of
spices in our sauce, and smother with the best cheeses in the
world. For our toppings we use only fresh vegetables and the
top grades of meats, When we cook all these ingredients,
together we :!Iento a pizZ<! ihnt simply melt:!! fn your mouth and
:satisfies the most discriminating of tastes,
Mad.
(Serves 2-3)

Cheese
Pepperoni
Bell Peppers
Mushrooms
Green Chili
Olives
Beef
Italian Sausage
Any 21ngredients
Any 31ngredients
Vegetarian Special
(Includes all
Vegetables)

large
(SQrves 4-GI

$3.00
3.25
3.75
3.75
3.75
3.75
3.75
3,75
4.00
4.50

$5.75
6.30
6.60
6.60
6.60
6.60
6.60
6.60
6.95
7.50

4.25

7.25

Spaghetti
Spaghetti & Meatballs
Spaghetti Dinner
(Includes Garlic Bread & Salad)

Fresh garden vegetables with
our own Italian dressing.

il

$1.50
2.10

blended cheese toppiftg and

Small Salad
Large Salad
Large Antipasto
Giant Antipasto

$.40
.75
1.25
1.75

Super Specials
A very generous !:erving for the- pr/co, Satisfies the biggest of
appetites. OK to share With a frielid.

Drinks
$.20
.20
.20
.30

$1.35
1.45
1.35
1.35

Salads

Lotsa Everything
4.75
8.25
*Onions Free On Request
Pepsi, Dr, Pepper,
Lemon-Lime or
Diet Pepsi
Fruit Punch ·
Pink Lemonade
Milk or
Coffee

Meatball
Ham & Cheese
"Po" Boy
Italian Sub

$.40
.40
.40
.50
.15

No.1 Slice Pizza
Small Salad
Small Soda
No.2 2 Slices Pizza
Large Salad
•·
Large Drink
l!itf}. 3 Ahy Sandwich
l-arge Salad
large Drink
Ntl. 4 Ahy Sandwich
Slice Pizza_
large Salad
large brink

A Lot For The Mo11ey, 2004 Ce~ral Central SE, ~1-91
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~ NMSU Ruins Homecoming for Sluggish 'Pack
....

j
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UNM: 8 for 32 Passing!

f

lil

NMSU
UNM
NMSU-FG Vemon44

iz What a Year! Even Aggies Beat Lobos, 16-7
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By Rus$ Parsons
New Mexico State scored 13
points in a three·minute span to
upset a lackluster UNM football
team 16·7' in one of the worst.
gaines· the Lobos have played in
recent memory.
Skipper Vernon, an Albuquerque
resident and leader of the Del None
High School team that won the
state grid crown in 1974, led off the
assault with a 44-yard field
with 7:59

period. It was the first score of the
game for either side a!jd capped the
Aggies' first sustained drive of the
contest.
UNM quarterback Noel Mazzone
overthrew Preston Dennard on the
Lobos next· possession, and Ag
defensive back Ray Milo picked it
off. He raced 37 yards behind some
crisp downfield blocking to score
with 6:38 showing.

"'"
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score when he fumbled on the first
play of UNM's ensuing possession.
The Aggies recovered at the Lobo
14, and four plays later Vernon
made the score 13-0 with a 27·yard
kick that cleared the goal post with
4:56 remaining in the period.
To score those 13 points, New
Mexico State gained 39 yards
offensively.
Lobo super·soph fullback Mike ·
Williams put UNM back into the
game midway through the final
quarter on an incredible 57-yard
pass·run play from substitute
quarterback C.J. Jones.
Williams, not the intended
receiver, leaped high in the air to
gather in an errant pass. As soon as
he got to the ground he was hit by a
pair of Aggie defenders but
somehow kept his balance.
Photo by Wondoll T. Hunt
He spun off another tackle and
It
was
that
kind
of
night
for
the
Lobos.
Quarterback
Noel
then pulled away from yet another
Mazzone
(no.
8)
gets
sacked
by
a
horde
of
Aggies.
Aggie before sprinting into the end
zone. Kicker Jim Haynes made the point·after atte.mpt and the Lobos
Dai'ly Lobo ·
·.
were back in the game, trailing 13·7
with 7:34leftin the game.
·
The UNM defense stopped New
Mexico State cold, confusing them
into three illegal proceaure calls
J;--i with a shifting defense. Then
slats, each completing four of 16.
cornerbac~ Max Hudspeth returned
J;--i the Aggie punt to the Lobo 42 to set but Mazzone also threw that cruciai
interception, and Jones had the
the ball up in great field position.
Tailback Smokey Turman near· impossible task of bringing his
Svengali
fumbled a pitchout that went right sluggish teammates from behind.
Dennard had another good game
through his hands and New Mexico
(1931)
as
he pulled in four passes for 46
State recovered. Eight plays and 32
yards.
Williams led the Lobo
yards later, Vernon kicked his third
John Bo.uymore
rushers
with
60 yards in 14 carries.
ffio.rlo.n ffio.rsh fl--il field goal of the night to put the
Defensively
UNM had a good
game out of reach at 16-7.
game, especially considering that
UNM dominated the first half of
10 o..m. - 3 p.m.
play, rolling up 146 yards total the Lobo defenders were on the
field almost 34 of the 60 minutes
offense while limiting State to 38.
played.
That included a fourth
·sus Theatre
NMSU earned only one first down
quarter in which they only got
in the entire first 30 minutes of
about three minutes of rest.
play.
Linebacker Dave Thompson led
But kicker Haynes left his foot at
all
tacklers with 16. All but one of
home, missing four field goals in
those
was assisted, though. Robin
that. span. He missed boots of 52,
Cole
and
Marion Chapman each
47, 39 and 28 after UNM drives.
had
nine
tackles with four
stalled.
unassisted
while
Bob Shultz had
The 52·yard miss didn't count as
State was offsides on the play. That .
set up the47·yarder.
The
Lobo
quarterbacks
(Mazzone and Jones) were equally
bad as neither one could seem to hit
open receivers. They both finished
Kiva Club will hold a meeting Mon., Nov. I at 6:30
the game with almost identical p.m.
at the Native American Studies Center, Speakers

..
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rrom NIYC will inform students on current projects

. Back-up Lobo quarterback C.J. Jones came into the game m~dway through the third
quarter and sparked a Lobo drive.
·
·

By Russ Parsons
"Those things happen Coach,"
"It just pisses me off that we let a McDonald said as he put his arm
team that wasn't as good as us, beat around Mandt's shoulders. "But I
Us,1' New Mexico linebacker David .·want you to know that we've got all
Thompson said in the locker room the confidence in the world in
following the Lobo's ·disastrous you."
upset at the hands of New Mexico
State Saturday night.
"It's obvious that in some areas,
at
least, we haven't improved,"
"Their offense wasn't tough to
Mondt
said returning to the subject
stop," he said, "and we weren't
of
the
game.
"The thing that stops
flat - everybody wanted to win
an
offense
is
when
you don't block.
that game. I don't know what
We
missed
two
or
three field goals
happened. If I'd known, I'd have
so
we
were
moving
the
ball."
corrected it out there."
The mood in the locker room
couid best be described as stunned
bewilderment. Starting quarterback
Noel Mazzone, who had the worst
game of his short career, remained
in the team meeting room some 20
minutes after the rest of the squad
had left, and presented quite a
sorrowful picture as he walked
slowly alone down the stairs to the
locker room, looking· for all the
world like a red·eyed zombie.
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"I don't think we were flat,"
UNM coach Bill Mondt said. "We
didn't block them very often. Some
of our people didn't prepare well
enough to block some peeple ·who
· were really fired up.

When told that the Lobos had
missed four field goals in the first
half, Mandt just shook his head
and asked "Was it that much?"
One of the misses didn't go on the
record as NMSU was off sides on
the attempt so UNM officially
missed three kicks.
Cornerback Max Hudspeth said,
"I don't know what to say. It just
seems that everything goes against
us. When you lump all the little
things they turn into one big thing

COPIES

"We still could have won it if
we'd kicked a field goal or hadn't
thrown that interception for a
TD,'' he said before being
interrupted by Athletic Director
Lavon McDonald.
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..Dirt .Ba.nd
·.w,ith the

Tickets Availa.ble At:

, ~eneral Store (Both LocQtlons) • Cand.yman in Santa Fe
· · .·

SUB Box Office tor Student

· ·

·

CIVIC AUDITORlUM
TICKETS AT:
ALBUQUERQUE TICKET AGENCY (Coronado Center) 883-1080
MAYNORDS (Oid Town) L.P. GOODBUY
i!UDGET TAPES & RECORDS CANiiYMAN (Sunttl Fe)
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against us. When you lose like that
it's all the little things that get
you.''

Bustin' For A
Challeng?

Peace Corps
Vista
mondC\y's
SpeclC\l
Liver Sauteed Onions
mashed Potatoes
Fresh Vegetables
or Fresh Fruit Plate
With Cheese

On Campus
Nov.17 & 18
lnterviewing.Seniors &
Grads In The Placement
Office: Mesa Vista Hall
Information Table:
Student Union

Faculty Members:

What Are You
Afraid Of?
Here's A Challenge ...
Whether you're teaching a class of 700
students or 7 students, you are all in there
together because you are all interested il) the
content orthat course.
How are you relating to your students? How
much do they think they're learning? What
will they tell other students about your course?
What would you like them to tell you about it?
Are you even concerned?
Students are concerned about academics,
roo-otherwise they wouldn't be here. They're
..:oncernecl about improving communications
about the contents and contexts, the
wt:·Hknesses and strengths of a course that will
help you, the faculty member, plan your course more effectively next semester, and help the
students to better prepare before they get to
your class.

-~

l.ook Po.t Our New Deli vet)' Sen•ice Ia UNM

105 Stanford 268-4789
..

..... .

Menaul & Pennsylvania NE

•

A lm Fearuriw•

Mon.
Roast Beef
Rye Or Roll
$1.00
Tues.
All White Meat Turkey Breast
$1.00
Wed.
Corned Beef
Hot or Cold
$1.00
Thurs.
Pastrami
Rye Or Roll
$1.00
Ham and Swiss
Rye Or Roll
Fri.
$1.00

. Billy,,Speers BQnd

. ·

$2.49
·Daily Specials

8 p.m.

PASSING-NMS1J, Horacek l·S-0, 5 yards,
Olamler 6-10-0, 70 y.:,\rds, UNM, Mnu:one 4-16·1,

The Students?

ptp

-

I
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November 15. ·Popejoy Hall

-

How Did It Happen, Lobos Reply

Dinner Special

·'

118

FREE POPCORN

,.'

.

7;i

TUntHUJ 1·20.

from kickoff to final gun

the InteRnational
RestauRant·&
be
t1
Presents Its

·~

8-32-1

$1.25.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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116

7-15..0

PITCHER BEER

Rm.242SUB.

.·

133

I•usslng

Monday nite football special

Senate petitions arc due Mon., Nov. I by 4 p.m. to

.'

l!NM
16

HOFBRAU LOUNGE

level or higher.

'·

Ringer 9-25. UNM, Williams 14·60, Turman 9-28,
Mauonc 11~26.
HfoX'I~IVING-NMSU Cooksey 2*20, Warner
2·23, Srtm 2~23. UNM Willil1ms 2-61, Dcnnnrd 4-46,

Tullllpl:i.----~'O:O::S-~i.i:.,..,...;,;,:;:;,iii:jiiii~~=~oo:;,o::;lo:::uc::;hdi:;oawn,

apply for students planning oit taking courses at a 300

••

NMSU
10

YartlsPnsslng

and events.

All students planning to take their first
mathematics course at UNM in the Spring semester
must come to Woodward Hall 101 Wed., Nov. 3 at
3:30 p.m. to take the Mathematics Placement Test·
and-or receive appropriate advisement. This docs not

First Downs

Yards Ru~hing

.AS.UNM./PEC

I

l•l.'nlllflcs-Ynrds

NMSU-FG Vernon24

ffiondQy
Ftee Film

'

944.4
6-36.7
16-1 II
3-26
4-2
2·2
JCI~ml,lcs-l,ost
Individual Leaders
1\l!SIIING-NMSU, Mort in, ll-57, Cooksey 2~J3,
Punls-Av~.

NMSU-MUo 37 interception remrn (Milo kick)
NMSU-FG Vernan 27
UNM-WilliBmsS4 pn~s from Jones(l-laynes kick)

. Sports.

'!

0 0 13 3-16
0 0 0 ,_,

Under New Mu;wgemenl

. •·'

That is what the ASUNM Teacher
Evaluation Committee is trying to do ...
With your help.
Please cail 277-5201 or stop by 125 Marron HallRequests for course evaluations
are due by Wed., Nov. 3

'
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
Rates: 15 cents per word per day, one dolla~
minimum. Advertlseme11ts run five or more con,
secul!ve days with no changes, nine cents per
word per day (no refunds If cancelled belore fiVD
Insertions); Classified adnnlsements must 1>~
paid In advance.
Marron Ifall Room 131 or by mall to: Classified;
Adverlislng, UNM Bo~ 20, Albuquerque, N.M.:
' 87131

FROZEN YOGURT COMING to Albuquerqueonly at the Posh! 11/15

TUTORING. ENGLISH GRAMMAR and comp 0 •
sition. Recent UNM graduate. 256-7420, 1111
UNM. SKI CLUB meeting tonight-7:30 p.m. SUB
Room 2SO A,B,C. Movie-Ski the outer units. Two
speakers: Taos, and Cook's O!l ski malntena!lce and
repair. 1111
PETITIONS FOR SENATE elections are due today
at4:00 p.m. in Rm. 242 SUB. I Ill
ATTENTJON CAREER MINDED students. Carter
stands for zero unemployment. Vote Carter on Tuesday. 11/2
VOTE! VOTE! VOTE! VOTE! For Jimmy Carter
November 2, Leadership for a change, vote Democratic! l 1/2
AGORA! WHEN YOU need someone to listen-,
we'll be here, Cali us. 2'17-3013. 11/5
ELECf A UNM student to the House of Representatives! Vote for John Russo, ll!l advocate of the public
Interest. Paid for by the Russo Campaign Committee,
Judd Conway, Treasurer; 11/2

TODAY'S CBDSSWDID PUZZLE
UNITED Feature Syndicate
containers
ACROSS
46 Slip knots
1 Wrestlers'
47-'Deadlali
49 French
miliej
4 Keats, lor
summer
50 Cleo's
one
9 Spurn
snake
14 "Much--51 Cheat:
About
Slang
Nothing"
52 Fabric
15 Market stall' 54 Aura of
majesty
16 Express
feelings
58 Exclude
effusively
60 Male animal
1.7 Receiver 91 61 Where
a shipment
trains come
19 Put up wiih
in
20 As red as62 Sharp in
· effect
21 Ending for
64 Traveling.
around
cash and
66 Bottomed
barr
uppers
22 Advanced
67 Koobs
degree
68 High note
. holders:
69 Restrains
Abbr.
· 23 Wolf type
70 European
language
24 Worries
26 City of
71 Be incorrect
seven hills
DOWN·
29Resort
1 Tropical
center
parrot
31 Flightless
2 Sun-dried
bird
32 Difficulty
brick
33Fix
3Halr
lightener
36Gossip:
Informal
4 Last word
38 "---darn!"
5 Canine
6 Part of Asia
39Not
cognizant
Minor
41 -------Falls
7 Acted as
helmsman
43 Taste of
8 Electric
liquid
musical
44 Metal

1972 VEGA. Great Carl Only 32,000 miles. $1,300.
Evenings, 266-3936. 11/4
·

ROOMMATE WANTED TO share 2-bedroom apt.,
$7S plus utilities. Call Ferdinand evenings, 2687675. 11/2
DEAR FPC: HAPPY birthday, baby! Love, DMK.

1974 YAMAHA ENDUI!,O, 250cc, 4000 miles. Excellent condition, $500. 266-9196 after 6:00 p.m.
1114

Ill!

2. · LOS'I & FOUND

CLOSE-OUT FAMOUS brand l2V CD electronic
Ignition $37.95. Regularly $54,95. 268-5490, Electronic I~nition Sales, 11/3

LOST: pAIR OF rd, wht, blk ski gloves. Sentimental
value, irreplaceable. Reward offered. 256-7958.
•
•
11/3

EARLY BIRD8-ELEGANT omelets. We open
7:30a.m. Bakery Cafe, I 18 Yale, Jill

LOST: SMAL'L BLACK pocketbook containing important IDs. Reward. ID number 585-04-4226, D,
Martinez. CaD 277-6273. 11/2

GITANE TRACK BIKE, needs ti~es, brake fitted.

INTERVIEWERS, PART-TIME WORK. Opinion
Research, No soliciting. No selling, we train. FlexNEW COLq_R TV. Big screen, solid state. New 10- ible hours. Apply in person 10-4, 251 Wyomin(l NE,
year warranty, Assume payments of$7 .00 per month. Marketing Services of New Mexico, 11/4
OVERSEAS JOBS-SUMMER/year-round, Eur255-7535. 11/2
1973. HONDA 750-4 16,000 miles. Good condition, ope, S, America, Australia, Asia, etc, All fields.
$1 ,100.00. 881·9296 after 5:30p.m. 1112
, $500-$1200 monthly. Expenses paid, sightseeing. Free
infonnation. Write: International Job Center,
PLANT LAYOFF has forced us to repossess n·ew Depart'!lent NB, Box 4490, Berkeley, CA 94704.
1'.177 Kirby. Take over payments $7.47 a month. New 11/15
==-==-=-=----...,-,---~-----warranty. 255-7534. JJ/2
1974 PLYMOUTH DUSTER 3 ~$ 1900 . 1973 Ford YOUR SKILLS, EDUCATION, ENTHUSIASM
Pinto Run. about-$1400; 1972 Ford Pinto.'$1 050 ., 1971 pays big REWARDS .In the Peace Corps, Ail majors
Ch
urged to apply. Call277-2636 for an on-campus interevrolet Station Wagort·$1300, Parking lot vacuum view or stop by our office, Ortega 229, Tuesday,
and trailer $1200. For further information contact: Thursday, or Friday afternoon 3:30-5:00.. 1111
Citizen's Bank of Albuquerque, 298-8777, I 1/2
RESIDENT DIRECTOR FOR shelter-for battered
KIRBY'S $62.50. New JO-year warrMty: 255- wives: Administrative and social work eKperience
7534. 11/2
desirable. Salary plus room and board. 843-7370.
BICYCLES: WE HAVE the lightest weight for the 11/1
money you can buy. Some on sale. R.C. Hallett's. =w:::E::-A-:-RE::-=-·-=-L-=-o-=-o-=K-IN-G-fo-r-an_N_B_A_g-ra-d-ua-te_o_f_U_N_M_
843-9378. tfn
to be operation manager. Salary $10-12,000. Send
BUY I GET I FREE. Monday thru Saturday 7-9,
resume to boK 3865, Albuquerque 87110. 11/2
Uncle Nasty's. 12/3
PART-TIME' JOB. Grt&iuate students only. Must be
GUITAR, STEREO, HII}INGboots, ethnic clothing. over 21 years old. Need two part-time employees for
Free kitten. 268-1858. I liS
day work. Also have positions for Friday and SaturMli;>LAND 13-873 SSB CB radio. 69 chMnels, 12 day nights. Apply in person only. No phone calls,
watts, base station. 842-1099 evenings. 1112
please.· Save Way Liquor Stores, 57!14 Lomas NE,
SS16 Menaul NE. 11/12
COURSE DESCRiPTIONS OUTLINE is available
at Mesa Vista Hall Room 1104. 1114

SERVICES

FAST ACCURATE TYPING-editing. Reasonable.
266-3953. 11/11
.
BARRY'S ELECTRONIC REPAIR, 118 San Pedro
SE, 265-0335, Color TV's, tape decks, stereo, amplifiers, auto radios. Install burglar alarms. IQo/o dis·
count for students with !D's. Quick service, Used
TV's for sale. 11/18
For

FAMOUS QUIVIRA BOOKSHOP ll!ld Photography
Gallery is V. block from Johnson Gym on Cornell.
Special order service. tfn
PASSPORT, IPENTIFICATJON PHOTOS. Lowest
prices in town! Fast, pleasing; near UNM. Call2652444orcometo 1717GirardBlvd.NB. tfn

'·

lSAT-MCAT EXAMS. Prepare now. Call Pro·
fessional Educations of New Mexico, . Inc. 8425200. tfn
QUALITY: HUNTER PAINTING CO. Repairsglazing, carpentry, screening, gutters. Licensedreferences. 243-2505. II/I
AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHY CLASSES now
fonn!ng-35mm, 4-week concentrated session taught
by professional photographer in luxurious Lomas
Professional Buildirtg. Classes begin November 2.
Call 294-8937 for more information. Studio 101.
11/1

PERFEcr X-MAS present: Centurion 10-speed,
6 months old. X-cellent ;ransportati!lll. Best offer.
Robert 256-1283. 11/S

8.. MISCELLANEOUS
SKI CLUBTONJGHT7:30SUB250ABCJ

II/I

•

LEARN MAGIC, MIME, juggling, fire' eating,
clowninll with Michael Anthony. 842-1080. 11/5
PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE. 292·1285.
11/5
'
PIANO TEACHER-reasonable
Suzanne, 277~183. 11/S

rates.

Call

LEGAL SERVICES. UNM Law School Clinical Program offers legal services for students )lRder faculty
supervision. Availability limited to those whose
assets and income do not exceed. established guidelines. SI.OO registration fee. Call .277·2913 or 2773604 for information and appointments. Sponsnred
by Associated Students of UNM. I Ill

4.

FORSALE

Very Fine European
& Indonesian Food

.

NORDICA SKIBOOTS, 10!1.1, used once, $25. 8436078, 11/3
HANGGLIDER: ICARUS II biplane with extra
ribs and fabric, strong construction. After S:OO,
881-1859. 11/~
·PRIDE MOTORS NOW open Tues.-Sat. 8:30-5:30,
Offers complete, competent service of all imports.
Specializing in sports and touring autos. 256-1763.
11/10

Try our SatlJe Babi
Nasi and Banai Goreng
and Vegetarian Gado Gado

TECHNICS TURNTABLE SALE: all models, ex·
ample SIA300, $243.00. Kent, 268-0333. 11/3

BRAND NEW TAKARA bicycle. After 5:00, 242-

0607. 11/5
BLACK LES PAUL copy w/case. Excellent condition, $110. 10-speed excellent for around town S60.
299-4839. 11/1

Hours Daily
11 am -12 pm
Telephone 765-5671
600 Central SB

RECORDS AND TAPES-good price, good selection, good people, L P Goodbuy, 3701 Central NE
(across from Fat Humphrey's). tfn

I

-.

', 16S.S726 after 6:30. 11/1

Friday's Puzzle Solved·

Instrument
document:
9 Paper
2 words
quantity
37 New Mexico
10 Go aboard
. village
11 Chem.
40 Penetrating
warfare
42 ------State:
Item: 2
Minnesota
words
12 Airline abbr. 45 Ottawa or
13 Girl's or
Washington
boy's name
VIP
18 Move up
48 Coated with
and down
metal
24 Conveyed 53 Ammonia
25 Formerly
compound
Dutch
55 "He set
Guiana
quite-----"
27 Thomas
56 Aloof
-----: Irish
person
poet
57 Kind of fur
28 Geography 59 Communists
book
61 Furniture
30 Antitank
item
gun
62 Oleaceous
33 Becomes "
tree
· corroded
63 Bill's
34 Harden:
partner
Var.
65 Originally
35 Vatican
named

ROOMMATE WANTED TO share house. $90/mo,
Includes utilities. Deposit. Call John or Phyllis, 2471921. ll/3

6. EMPLOYMENT

FOUND BY JOHNSON gym. Male grey and white
huskycollie cross puppy. To claim caii34S-0517 after
10:00 a.m. ll!ld before 10 p.m. 11/2

PAINTING INTERIOR EXTERIOR free,
estimates, call evenings, 898-0810. .J 114

COUPLE (PAIR) WANTEP to share 2-br house
near campus. Non-smokers, no pets. $100/mo, Utilities included. 256-3487. ll/3

HOUSE TO SHARE-Winrock area, Private bedTURN ON TO stereo tuners: Pioneer, Sansui, Ken- room, use of living area, laundry•room, fully fur.
wood, Yamaha. Jensen 24" tower speakers. Will nished. Call296-1444. ~1/,4
sacrifice equity, Ask for Ben or Jack. 255-7534.·
4-BEDROOM }JOUSE, $325 per month. UNM area,
11/2
256-9461. 11/1
1967 GHIA: AM-FM, 8-track, rebuilt engine,
$400, 842-6753. J 1/2
FEMALE ROOMMATE TO share 3-bedroom house.
266-9740. U/2
NECCHI SEWING MACHINE, buttonholes, blind
hems, fancy designs, without attachments,
Regularly $109.50, only $27.80, 255-7535, ll/2

FOUND A BRACEl-ET in Woodward Hall, Rm,
149. Describe and claim. Rm. 131, Marron Hili!,
ll/3
LOST: LARGE, MALE, nantucket bay retriever.
Golden red !-year-old. 277-5561,843-9527. 11/3

3.

s.__F_•O_R_R_E_N_T-=--------

CRAIG .8·TRACK CAR ~tereo, assorted tapes in·
eluded. $60.00. Dan, 242-2901. 1111
BICYCLES. TWO NEARLY new 5-speeds. Littleole lady and old man drove to church only. SSS.
256-7420. 11/1

..

• CONTACTS? CASEY OPTICAL Company, 2SS·
8736.TFN
BOOTS: VASQUE HIKER U, size 11, $35.00 •
• 842-9046. 11/4

The Cultural Program Committee
of the Associated Students UNM

Popejoy Hall
Present

Monday Night Football
Pitchers-:- Buy 2 get 1 Free
Six Foot T.V. Screen '
Also Servil)g Grt:tat Lu.nches
1·1 :00. a.m ..,to 2:30 p.m.

A clown, A musician, A mime, An actor, Ari impersonator
A. personality, The like of which you'ye n~ver seen .
. As man~ger of Popejoy Hall, I cannot resist the temptation to urge you to
see this remarkable performance. His reviews across the nation, wherever
~e-has performed, have been superlative.
Tickets Available now at Popejoy HaiJ.Box Office 277-3121
Adults $7 .00, 6.90,
5.00, 4.00, 3.00
...,
'

4800 San Mateq Blvd. NE

..

.

-
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